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Abstract The interest in Bluetooth technology has stimu-
lated much research in algorithms for topology creation and
control of networks comprised of large numbers of Bluetooth
devices. In particular, the issue of scatternet formation has
been addressed by researchers in a number of papers in the
technical literature. This paper is an extension of the work
presented in [14, 15]. In this paper we present a complete
description of what we believe to be a promising scatternet
formation protocol – BlueNet, which was first proposed in
[15]. Some modifications and enhancements are made to im-
prove the connectivity of resulting scatternets. The metrics
are chosen to evaluate the performance of resulting scatter-
nets, such as the reliability, the routing efficiency, the pi-
conet density, and the information carrying capacity. Based
on the chosen metrics, performance is then compared among
the scatternet samples generated by BlueNet and other two
representative multi-hop scatternet formation protocols, i.e.,
BlueTrees [16] and LSBS [1]. Finally in the conclusion a
discussion is presented on the compared scatternet formation
protocols.
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1 Introduction

Bluetooth was proposed as a low cost universal wireless com-
munication technology designed to enable various devices
to communicate seamlessly without wires. In July 1997,
the Bluetooth Special Interest Group (SIG) published an
open specification for Bluetooth wireless communication. It
was believed that Bluetooth would become one of the major
technologies for short-range wireless networks and wire-
less personal area networks [2, 9, 17]. Though not explicitly
addressed in the specification, Bluetooth wireless commu-
nication provides an enabling technology for multi-hop ad
hoc networks. Taking into account the low cost of Bluetooth
chips, large and inexpensive networks can be constructed and
be used for automated information gathering, distributed mi-
cro sensing, and remote controls in many applications such
as on-line field measurements for system controls and mon-
itoring the health of an electrical power system. In our re-
search we seek ways to satisfy the communication needs in
substation automation. The power engineers need to place
hundreds of sensors or devices in locations that are criti-
cal for power system monitoring and operating, to monitor
voltages, currents, temperature, humidity, equipment usage,
etc. Many of these applications could benefit from use of a
wireless network as opposed to wired ones, because wireless
networks can be more cost and time effective and are also
easier to deploy. In this paper we address the problem of
designing a Bluetooth wireless network composed of fixed
nodes for deployment in existing power substations.

1.1 Bluetooth basics

A Bluetooth radio operates in the unlicensed Industrial-
Science-Medical (ISM) band at 2.45 GHz and adopts
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frequency-hop transceivers to combat interference and
fading. The ISM band contains either 79 or 23 separate RF
channels, depending on the country where the technology
is to be used. Each channel has a 1-MHz bandwidth. The
nominal radio range of a Bluetooth device is 10 meters with
a transmit power of 0 dBm. The range can be extended up
to 100 meters by adding an amplifier with a transmit power
of 20 dBm.

The basic structure for communication in a Bluetooth
network is the piconet. A piconet contains one master node
and up to 7 active slave nodes. All active Bluetooth nodes
inside a piconet share the same 1-Mbps FHSS channel in a
TDM scheme. All transmissions among Bluetooth devices
in the same piconet are supervised by the master node
operating over a channel-hopping sequence generated from
the master’s Bluetooth device address at a rate of 1,600 hops
per second [2, 9].

If multiple piconets coexist in one area, some Bluetooth
nodes are chosen to serve as bridges between the overlapping
piconets, by allowing them to participate in more than one
piconet (but a node can be a master in only one piconet) on a
time-sharing basis. A group of connected piconets is referred
to as a scatternet. Because of the need to re-synchronize
its radio from one piconet to another and to perform the
necessary signaling, the bridging nodes necessarily consume
some of their capacity while switching between different
piconets. This causes some performance limitations when
building scatternets.

The Bluetooth specification defines the operations/
procedures for device discovery, called Inquiry and In-
quiry Scan, and the operations/procedures for setting up
master-slave links, called Page and Page Scan. In order
to collect identification and clock information from its
neighbors, a potential master node performs the Inquiry
operation by transmitting a generic ID packet (called in-
quiry ID packet) over a generic inquiry frequency hopping
sequence (called inquiry FHS), at a rate of 3200 hops per
second. Both the inquiry ID packet and the inquiry FHS are
known by all Bluetooth nodes. A node involved in an In-
quiry Scan keeps listening for the generic inquiry ID packet
(over a short window of 11.25 ms) by changing its listening
frequency over the same inquiry FHS every 1.28 seconds.
Once the node hears an inquiry ID packet, it will waits for
a random back-off interval; then after hearing the inquiry
ID packet for the second time, it responds with a specific
signaling packet, which contains its own identification and
clock.

After collecting the necessary information, the potential
master node will enter the page state, during which it
explicitly invites another device to join the piconet where
it will be the master. The paging node repeatedly sends a
generic slave ID packet over the page hopping sequence,
which is generated based on the identification and clock

speed of the paged device. A paged device must enter the
page scan state to listen for, and subsequently respond
to, the pages. The paging device changes it’s transmit
frequency at a rate of 3,200 hops per second and the
listening paged device changes its listening frequency every
1.28 seconds. After receiving the page, the potential slave
sends a confirmation to the master and the master sends back
a FHS packet containing information that allows the slave
to join and participate in communications in the master’s
piconet.

The Bluetooth device discovery mechanism, i.e., inquiry
and inquiry scan, does not provide mutual neighbor knowl-
edge, since only a node in inquiry scan can send its identi-
fication and clock to the inquiring node, but not vice versa.
In [12] a scheme is proposed to achieve a symmetric neigh-
bors’ knowledge exchange. That is, the two neighbors, after
a handshake in the inquiry and inquiry scan modes, proceed
to page and to page scan mode, respectively. They then set
up a temporary master-slave link and exchange any neces-
sary information. When the exchange is complete the link is
severed. In the simulations contained in this paper, all of the
selected protocols use this mechanism as part of their device
discovery procedure.

Given the distribution of a set of Bluetooth nodes, a vis-
ibility graph is created, which defines the network topol-
ogy. In the visibility graph, a link exists between any two
nodes that can hear each other. However, with the device
discovery mechanisms provided by the Bluetooth Specifi-
cation, it can be very time-consuming to discover all the
links in the visibility graph. Therefore, one can make a
tradeoff (as suggested in [11]) that includes getting only
a partial but still connected topology graph, called a discov-
ered topology, within a shorter period of time (e.g., 10 or
20 seconds).

1.2 Overview of scatternet formation protocols

Two Bluetooth nodes, even if they are in each other’s radio
range, cannot really communicate until a direct master-slave
link has been established between them (in the case of
one-hop communications), or between each pair of direct
neighbors along the communication route (in the case of
multi-hop communications). In order to avoid the delay
of setting up all the necessary communication links for a
large-scale Bluetooth network, a connected scatternet has
to be built before communications can really take place.
On the other hand, maintaining a scatternet inevitably costs
some network’s resources. Therefore, an efficient scatternet
requires tradeoffs between maintaining a decent level of
connectivity and reserving enough network resources for
effective communications.

The problem of how to form an efficient scatternet in prac-
tical networking scenarios is still an open issue. In [8], G.
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Miklos et al. generate random topologies for a set of Blue-
tooth nodes and investigate the possible correlation between
topology parameters and scatternet performance through
a number of simulation studies. In [16], G. Zaruba et al
introduce “Bluetrees”, which has two variations, namely,
Blueroot Grown BlueTrees and Distributed BlueTrees. The
former builds a scatternet starting from some arbitrarily spec-
ified node called Blueroot. The latter speeds up the scatternet
formation process by selecting more than one root for tree
formation and then merging the trees together to generate
one “big” tree. In [6] and [13] the authors also propose
decentralized algorithms for building tree-structured scat-
ternets. The former requires a fully in-range topology; i.e.,
every Bluetooth node in the network can connect to any
other node. The tree-topology scatternets select the small-
est possible number of links to form a connected network
in order to spend the least amount of network resources on
maintaining the scatternet. However, the resulting scatter-
net has an inherent deficiency due to its treelike structure; it
does not exhibit a high degree of reliability. (In this paper
the reliability of a scatternet is evaluated by determining the
average connectivity of the remaining network after some
nodes fail.) If one parent node is lost, all the children and
grandchildren nodes below it will be separated from the rest
of the network and part of the tree (or even the whole tree)
has to be rebuilt in order to retain connectivity. In a mobile
network, this may happen quite frequently, making the scat-
ternet very susceptible to disconnections. In addition parent
nodes in the scatternet are likely to become communication
“bottlenecks”, making it difficult for the network to afford
multiple communication flows. Finally, a tree structure lacks
efficiency in routing multiple communications, because all
the routing paths have to transverse the tree in upward and
downward directions. This becomes slow in a system with a
large number of nodes.

In [3], C. Foo and K. Chua suggest BlueRings, which re-
sults in ring-topology scatternets. The ring structure eases
the task of routing and tries to reduce the possible contention
between links’ transmissions. But as the system grows large,
the traffic delay increases linearly and multiple communica-
tions can’t be well supported, because of severe competition
between links for resources.

The scatternet formation protocols introduced in [5, 7, 11],
and [10], namely, BlueNet, the Yao protocol, BlueStars, and
BlueMesh, are the only ones that can produce a meshed scat-
ternet for a multi-hop topology. The four protocols have two
properties in common. First, they all operate in a distributed
way and can be implemented by each node based only on
the local knowledge of the node’s neighbors. Second, all the
protocols require that they have a discovered topology graph
in hand before the protocols begin to build scatternets. Some
of the protocols may have special requirements of the discov-
ered topology in order for them to work. For example, Blue-

Trees and the Yao protocol require that immediate neighbors
have identical knowledge about their common neighbors in
order for their degree reduction algorithm1 to work correctly.
Therefore in the implementation of the protocol described in
[1], the authors use a replenish phase2 to achieve the needed
symmetry in the discovered topology. On the other hand,
BlueMesh needs two-hop neighbor information, which has
to be achieved by two rounds of device discovery.

Our scatternet formation scheme, BlueNet, originally pre-
sented in [15], proposes a way to build a connected scat-
ternet through phase transitions and operations. Five phase
states are used, i.e., phase-0, phase-1, phase-2, phase-3, and
“finish”. During phase-0 and phase-1, separate original pi-
conets are built. Any remaining isolated nodes that cannot
form or join any original piconet during the phase-0 process
will become connected to a neighboring piconet through
operations defined in phase-2. In phase-3 the original pi-
conets are interconnected with each other through cross-
piconet links. Finally a mesh-topology scatternet is built,
whose component piconets have a bounded number (≤Nmax)
of slaves. Though the scatternets generated by BlueNet tend
to be denser than tree-structured scatternets and may re-
quire more communication overhead to maintain the scat-
ternet links, simulations show that they have much better
reliability and can carry much more communication traf-
fic. As mentioned in [1] one shortcoming of BlueNet, due
to the protocol limitation on the piconet size, is that the
connectivity of the resulting scatternets cannot be 100%
guaranteed, especially in a sparse environment. But in a
medium-dense or dense connectivity environment (defined
by a density3 of one or greater), BlueNet works very well.
This is based on the observation that no disconnections oc-
curred during the 300 simulations described in [1]. In this
paper we introduce some modification to the phase-3 opera-
tions, so that the connectivity of resulting BlueNet scatternets
can be largely improved, without affecting other aspects of
the performance. The details can be found in at the end of
Section 2.

In [7] Li et al proposed a Bluetooth scatternet forma-
tion algorithm, referred to as the Yao protocol in [1]. The
Yao protocol includes three phases. The first phase is for
neighbor discovery and information exchange, during which
each node learns about the node ID, the node degree, and

1 A degree reduction algorithm is a scheme used by some scatternet
formation protocols, which is applied on the discovered topology before
the protocol begins to build scatternets. It removes some links according
to a specific rule, but still retains the connectivity of the resulting
topology.
2 The replenish phase is a specific phase used by some scatternet for-
mation protocols, which executes degree reduction algorithm.
3 In this paper density is evaluated as the number of nodes per ten square
meters. In all comparisons the Bluetooth radio range is set to 10 meters
and the power level to 0 dBm.
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the position of its one-hop or two-hop neighbors. The sec-
ond phase, called planar sub-graph construction, is optional.
During this phase, a sparser planar sub-graph can be created
by eliminating some links from the discovered topology ob-
tained in the first phase. In the third phase, the Yao structure
is applied to the resulting graph from the first or the second
phase to limit the number of wireless links at each node to
at most k (5 ≤ k ≤ 7) while still retaining the connectivity
of the resulting topology. Then the master-slave relations are
assigned in the piconets and the scatternet is formed. This
protocol is based on the assumption that each node knows
the absolute or the relative position of itself and of each of
its neighbors. Therefore each Bluetooth device is required to
have extra hardware such as a GPS receiver, for determining
geographic location.

The scatternet formation protocol presented in [11] by
S. Basagni et al. is termed BlueStars. After the device dis-
covery phase is completed, each node computes its node
weight, which will be used and compared among neighbors
to determine a node’s master or slave role. The weight can
be computed based on node degrees or on other parame-
ters. Some nodes will decide to become master nodes if
they have the largest weights in their neighborhood or if
they learn that all of their larger-weighted neighbors have
decided to become slaves. The other nodes will choose to
become slave nodes waiting for the pages from their poten-
tial masters. Then the potential master nodes set up their
own separate piconets, with their smaller-weights neighbors
becoming their slaves. Finally, each master node selects ap-
propriate gateway nodes to connect with all adjacent pi-
conets. The resulting BlueStars scatternet may have more
than seven slaves per piconet. This may degrade scatternet
performance, as slaves need to be parked and unparked in or-
der for them to communicate with their master. This problem
can be solved by combining the Yao protocol from [7] and
BlueStars. That is, before the BlueStars protocol proceeds
to build its scatternet, the Yao structure is first applied to
the discovered topology to reduce node degrees to no more
than seven while still retaining the connectivity. The new
combination, as suggested in [1] is called the LS-BlueStars
or LSBS protocol. However, in order for the Yao structure
to work, the added requirement of positioning hardware is
needed.

One thing worth noting is that protocols such as Blue-
Trees, the Yao protocol, as well as LSBS all depend on some
mechanism to limit their piconet size, which removes redun-
dant links while still retaining network connectivity. Such a
degree reduction mechanism is based on an observation in
[16] that says that if a node contained in a unit disk graph
has more than five neighbors, then there exist at least two
of them, which are in each other’s radio range. However, to
make the observation valid and the degree reduction work
correctly, two assumptions must be valid: 1. All nodes in

the network are located in a planar space; and 2. Two nodes
within each other’s radio range can always hear each other.
In the real world, locating all nodes in a large system in a
planar space may not always be possible. Besides, consider-
ing the practical radio propagation environment, physically
being within each other’s radio range may not always imply
connectivity, since the radio signal could be interfered with
or shielded. In cases when these assumptions fail, the reduc-
tion protocols may remove a necessary link, resulting in a
disconnected scatternet. Therefore, in a non-perfect environ-
ment the protocol should make sure that the remaining nodes
are still reachable before removing a link, either through an
Inquiry or a Page operation.

In [10] a new protocol named BlueMesh is proposed for
building a connected scatternet, which has at most seven
slaves per piconet, but without the extra requirement of po-
sition information. BlueMesh is similar to BlueStars except
the way in which a master selects slaves among its neigh-
bors. That is, if a master has more than seven neighbors, it
only selects seven of them as its slaves, in such a way that
all the others can be reached via the selected slave nodes. By
this method, BlueMesh successfully limits the piconet size
while eliminating the requirement for locating equipment.
However, in order for BlueMesh to work, the device dis-
covery phase has to discover two-hop neighborhoods for a
node. This is achieved by implementing a two-round device
discovery phase.

LSBS is in fact an improved or enhanced BlueStars pro-
tocol whose resulting scatternet would yield better perfor-
mance than BlueStars. And BlueMesh is very similar to LSBS
except in the way of how the degree reduction occurs during
the building process. Consequently the resulting scatternets
will have very similar, if not the same, performance. There-
fore when we compare performance, only LSBS is chosen
to compare with other two protocols BlueTrees and BlueNet.
BlueTrees is selected because its resulting scatternet forms a
connected topology with the least number of links for a set
of Bluetooth nodes.

In [1] S. Basagni et al. implement and simulate four
representative protocols, namely BlueTrees, BlueNet, BlueS-
tars, and LSBS, based on BlueHoc (a Bluetooth simulation
software based on NS2, developed by IBM). Performance
metrics such as scatternet building time, the number of pi-
conets, the number of slaves per piconet, the number of
assumed node roles, and the scatternet route lengths are eval-
uated over different networks topologies. The performance
evaluations in our paper are an extension of the work in
[1]. We choose to compare the resulting scatternet perfor-
mance of BlueNet with those generated by two other proto-
cols, i.e., BlueTrees and LSBS. The metrics include the aver-
age connectivity percentage of the remaining network after
some nodes break down, the average shortest path length, the
piconet density, the link ratio, and the maximum traffic flows.
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Fig. 1 Phase transitions for each bluetooth node in the BlueNet pro-
tocol

Among the performance metrics, the maximum traffic flow
is most important, as it evaluates the information carrying
capacity of the resulting scatternets.

In Section 2 a more detailed description of the BlueNet
protocol is presented. At the end of Section 2, modifica-
tions of the BlueNet protocol are proposed for the purpose
of speeding up the scatternet building process and for im-
proving connectivity. In Section 3, performance metrics are
introduced. These metrics are then used to compare scatter-
nets generated by BlueNet, BlueTrees, and LSBS protocols.
Finally, we conclude with a discussion on the compared scat-
ternet formation protocols.

2 Description of the BlueNet protocol

The BlueNet protocol starts with a discovered topology ob-
tained from the device discovery phase. Each node in the
network then goes through the phase transition flow shown
in Fig. 1 until it reaches the “finish” stage. The condi-
tion “B = 1?” in Fig. 1 asks whether the node can com-
plete phase-0 by joining a phase-0 piconet or not. The
BlueNet protocol is a distributed algorithm because the de-
cisions about phase transitions and phase operations are
made based only on local knowledge about each node’s
neighbors.

In the later part of this section, the BlueNet protocol will
first be illustrated briefly by an example, and then the data
records, phase transitions and operations will be described
in more details in 2.1 and 2.2.

Consider the Bluetooth network example shown in Fig. 2,
which represents a discovered topology for a 12-node sys-
tem. A dashed line between two nodes indicates that they
have discovered each other as neighbors during the device
discovery phase. For example, node-1 found that nodes {6,
11, 12, 4} are its neighbors, while node-8 found nodes {3,
2, 4, 9} as its neighbors.

Initially, a Bluetooth node has no master or slave role. This
initial mode is called phase-0. According to a pre-assigned
probability, a phase-0 node performs the page or the page

1 7

11

12 6

4

5

3

8

2

10

9

Fig. 2 Discovered topology for a 12-node system

scan procedures in order to set up potential master-slave
links with its phase-0 neighbors. For example, nodes 1, 7,
and 8 decide randomly to enter page state and start paging
their neighbors, while all other nodes decide to do a page
scan. Whenever a node is paging its neighbors, it records the
total times it has paged each specific neighbor. If a neighbor
can’t be reached after a certain number of page procedures,
the neighbor will be treated as “ceased”.

When the phase-0 node-1 successfully pages the phase-0
node-12 and thus forms a master-slave link between them,
both of the nodes enter phase-1. Then node-1 continues pag-
ing its other neighbors until it obtains a bounded number
( ≤ Nmax) of phase-0 neighbors as its slaves: {12, 11, 6}
(Here Nmax is set to 3 for the example). A piconet formed
in this way like that of node-1 is called an original piconet,
to be distinguished from the piconets formed later during
phase-2 or phase-3. The master node is called an original
master. Similarly node-7 and node-8 also page their neigh-
bors and set up their own original piconets. Node-7 only gets
two slave nodes, 5 and 10, because node-6 has decided to
join node-1’s piconet.

As shown in Fig. 3(a), the original piconets are depicted
as dashed-line ovals, the master node is marked as a solid
circle, the slave node is marked as a hollow circle, and a
master-slave link is represented as an arrowed link pointing
toward the slave node. Note that the links are two-way links
and the arrow is used only to indicate the master and the
slave nodes.

Continuing the example, node 3 first waits for pages from
its neighbors. When it does not receive a page query after a
random period of time, it then decides to enter the page state,
and finally finds that all of its neighbors have already joined
some original piconets. The isolated node-3 then decides to
proceed to phase-2 and begins to page all of its neighbors
{2, 5, 10}. Node-3 tries to interconnect all of its neighbor-
ing original piconets by acquiring one node as a slave from
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Fig. 3 (a) Original piconets in BlueNet (b) Phase-2 piconet in BlueNet

each of such piconets and sets up its own piconet (with at
most Nmax slaves). It chooses not to page node-8, because it
learns that node-8 is the original master of node-2. Finally
node-3 chooses nodes 2 and 5 as its slaves, because node-10
belongs to the same original piconet as node-5. Then node-3
enters the “finish” state. The result is shown in Fig. 3(b),
where the phase-2 piconet is depicted as a solid-line
oval.

After learning the status of all their neighbors, the orig-
inal masters 1, 7, and 8 separately lead their own original
piconet members to enter phase-3 and instruct their slave
nodes to set up cross-piconet links. The master node se-
lects, by turns or by some specific rules, one of its slaves
to do page while instructing all the other slaves to do page
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4
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3
2

10

8
9

Fig. 4 Final BlueNet

scan. When cross-piconet link are set up, the original mas-
ter node keeps a record of which piconet it has been con-
nected to. This avoids setting up more than one connec-
tion with the same neighboring piconet. The whole piconet
finally enters “finish” when it has set up all the possible
interconnections with adjacent piconets (with the restric-
tion that each slave node has at most Nmax inter-piconet
links).

Slave node-11, instructed by its master node-1, then
chooses to page slave node-4 and sets up a master-slave
link with node-4. Then slave node-6 pages its neighbors
{4, 10, 7, 5}, but node-7 and node-4 are finally eliminated
from the set, since node-7 is an original master node of
node-5 and node-10 and node-4 belongs to piconet of master
node-8, which has been connected to the piconet of mas-
ter node-1. Node-6 then sets up a master-slave link with
node-10. Similarly, for node-7’s piconet, the slave node-5
sets up an inter-piconet master-slave link with node-4. By
now all neighboring piconets are connected, as shown in
Fig. 4. The new piconets formed during phase-3 are depicted
as dotted-line ovals and the bridge nodes that assume both
master and slave roles are depicted as circles filled with
stripes.

2.1 Definition of data records

When a node succeeds in paging another node, a temporary
master-slave link is first set up between them for exchanging
information, and updating their own data records. Then a
decision is made by the paging node about whether or not
to keep this link finally. The data records, which may be
needed by each node during the formation of scatternet,
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are defined as below. Note that the data records are defined
per node.

� A0, is the initial neighbor list and includes all the node’s
neighbors obtained from the discovered topology graph.
For each neighbor, its record is expanded to include the
neighbor’s original master ID and the total number of
times being paged by this node as well. Recording paging
times in A0allows setting a timeout in case some node
leaves or breaks down and becomes no longer reach-
able. That is, if a neighbor cannot be reached after a
long of time, it will be treated as “ceased” and removed
from A0.

� Api , is the phase-i neighbor list and includes all the node’s
pageable neighbors when this node is in the phase-i mode.
Ap0 and Ap1 have the same definition, containing all those
neighbors whose original master ID is still unknown by a
phase-0 or phase-1 node. Ap2 contains all the neighbors
that belong to a different original piconet other than those
already connected by this phase-2 node. Ap3 contains all
the neighbors that belong to a different original piconet,
as slave nodes, other than those already connected by this
phase-3 node’s original piconet.

� Mpi , is the phase-i master record and includes the IDs of
all or some of its slaves (depending on the node’s current
phase mode), only if the node has a master role. Specially,
if the node is an original master, Mp1 contains all the
slaves’ ID in its original piconet, and MP3 contains only
the ID’s of those slaves that have non-empty Ap3 and less
than Nmax slaves.

� S, is the slave record which records the node ID’s of all its
masters, if this node is a slave to some other node(s).

� K , is the cross-piconet connection list which contains the
master node ID’s whose original piconet is connected to
this one, only used by the original master nodes.

� T , is the node state which records the node’s original
master ID and its phase mode. The node state is the ex-
changed information when two nodes perform handshake
and set up a temporary master-slave link, so that they can
update their records and decide whether to keep this link
or not.

During the formation of scatternets, participating Bluetooth
nodes make decisions, select paged nodes, exchange and up-
date information based on their local information. A page
node selects its paged nodes randomly or according to some
specific rules from its corresponding pageable list of neigh-
bors.

2.2 Phase operations and transitions

Phase operations and transitions for phase-0 through phase-
3 are described in this subsection. The flow charts of each
phase are shown in the Appendix.

2.2.1 Phase-0

Initially, if the initial neighbor list AP0 is non-empty, a phase-
0 node chooses to enter the page state according to a specified
page-probabilityp0. The selection of the probability p0 helps
to control the number of piconets in the resulting scatternet.
A paging node then selects a random list of neighbors to
page from AP0, while a scanning node continues to listen
and waits for other nodes to page it.

After a period of page or page scan operations, if a node
successfully invites another phase-0 node to be its slave or
if it joins an original piconet of some other node, the node
then enters phase-1. The initialization includes forming the
master or slave record M or S and copying AP0 to the phase-1
neighbor list AP1.Otherwise, the node updates its pageable
neighbor list AP0 according to the information that it has
learned from the previous page or scan period. That is, if
the node learns that one of its neighbors has joined some
piconet, it will record this in A0 and remove this neighbor
from AP0. Finally if the node is still in phase-0 when AP0

becomes empty, the node proceeds to phase-2. During the
initialization of phase-2, the content of the initial neighbor
list A0 is copied into the phase-2 neighbor list AP2. The
phase operations and transitions of phase-0 are shown in
Fig. A.1.

It is worth noting here that the following two statements
are different: (a) the original master ID of a neighbor j is
unknown to node-k; and (b) a neighbor j has not joined
an original piconet yet. For example, in Fig. 3(a), node-6
has a neighboring node-5, which already joined the orig-
inal piconet of node-7. But before paging node-5, node-6
still has a record of node-5 as (5,0,0) and it knows noth-
ing about node-5’s state yet. In the phase operations, the
neighboring nodes as per definition (a) above are treated as
pageable.

2.2.2 Phase-1

Once a paging node becomes a master to some slave node,
both of them will enter and stay in phase-1 until the master
issues a change. The phase-1 master node then takes the
control and determines the action for all the members in its
piconet. The phase operations and transitions of phase-1 can
be referred to Fig. A.2.

First the original master will check its initial neighbor
list A0 to define a special subset of its neighbors, UP, which
the master has never paged yet. Taking node-1 for exam-
ple, after entering phase-1 with its first slave node-12, it has
its A0 as {(4,8,3), (6,0,0), (12,1,1), (11,0,0)}, and its initial
phase-1 neighbor list AP1 as {6,11}. Since node-1 never
paged node-6 and node-11, it forms its UP as {6,11}. If
UP is non-empty, and the master has less than N max slaves,
the master will keep performing the page operation and will
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page those neighbors randomly selected from UP. Otherwise
the master randomly alternates between page and page scan
trying to acquire more slaves, exchange state information,
and update its pageable neighbor list AP1 by removing those
who already get associated with some original piconet. If
this master already obtained N max slaves, it will also re-
move from its AP1 those neighbors in phase-0 after paging
them and informing them about its becoming an original
master. Finally when AP1 becomes empty, which means that
the phase-1 master node has contacted all of its neighbors’
states, the whole piconet enters phase-3. The master instructs
all of its slaves to get ready to set up inter-piconet links;
i.e., to initialize its phase-3 master record MP3 for the mas-
ter node and to initialize the phase-3 neighbor list AP3 for
each slave. For example, initially the original master node-1
has its phase-1 Master record MP1 as {12} and its AP1 as
{6,11}, after successfully paging node-6 and node-11, and
making them join its piconet as slaves, node-1 expands its
master record as MP1 = {12, 6, 11}, and removes node-6
and node-11 from its AP1, so that its AP1 becomes empty.
Then node-1 will instruct its own piconet to proceed to
phase-3.

2.2.3 Phase-2

As mentioned above, a node proceeds to phase-2 when it
finds that all of its neighbors have joined some other original
piconets; i.e., its initial neighbor list AP0 becomes empty. In
phase-2, the isolated node tries to get interconnected with its
neighboring piconets. The phase-2 operations and transitions
are shown in Fig. A.3.

Initially, the phase-2 neighbor list AP2 contains all of the
node’s neighbors and from which the phase-2 node selects a
list of paged nodes, randomly or according to some specific
rules (say, slave nodes first). If a selected neighbor belongs
to an original piconet it is already connected with (recorded
in K) it will be removed from AP2 and from the paged list
as well. Whenever the phase-2 master node gets exchanged
information from a neighbor node-k, it will update its AP2

by removing node-k along with some other neighbors, which
belongs to the same original piconet as node-k. If the phase-2
master has not obtained N max slaves, it will acquire the newly
paged node as its new slave node. Otherwise it just tears
down the temporary master-slave link. Finally when there is
no pageable neighbor left in AP2, the phase-2 node enters the
“finish” state.

2.2.4 Phase-3

In phase-3, the original master node instructs its slaves to
set up cross-piconet links with neighboring piconets so that

the entire network becomes interconnected. The phase oper-
ations and transitions of phase-3 can be found in Fig. A.4.

After entering phase-3, initially each original slave node
forms its phase-3 neighbor list AP3 by including those neigh-
boring nodes that belong to a different original piconet as
slave nodes. All the original slaves with nonempty AP3 will
be included in its phase-3 master record MP3. The master
randomly (or according to some specific rule) selects one
slave from MP3 and instructs it to perform page, while the
other nodes are instructed to perform page scan. If only
one slave is left in MP3, this slave will randomly alter-
nate between page and page scan. This is done in order
to break the possible deadlocks: when two neighboring pi-
conets, say, piconet of master node-u and piconet of master
node-v, each having only one slave node left in their own
MP3, say, node-w and node-x, respectively, which are neigh-
bors to each other and keep page each other trying to set
up a link but they won’t get a response. However, if both
of them alternate between page and page scan randomly,
node-w and node-x can easily get a handshake and set up a
link. Whenever a new cross-piconet link is set up the master
will update its cross piconet record K and also update AP3

for each slave node in MP3 by removing all of those neigh-
bors, which belong to this newly interconnected piconet. If
there are no pageable neighbors left in AP3 for one slave, the
slave will be removed from MP3. When there are no eligible
slaves left in the MP3, the whole piconet enters the “finish”
state.

2.3 Modifications and enhancements

As mentioned in [1], in a very sparse connectivity environ-
ment, there possibly exist disconnections in the resulting
BlueNet scatternets even if the discovered topology is con-
nected. Also the building speed is affected by the transi-
tion condition from phase1 to phase-3, because the master
has to inform all of its neighbors about its status before
the transition. And before the transition the slaves are re-
frained from setting up cross-piconet links. In order to im-
prove above drawbacks, two modifications are suggested
here.

a. A phase-1 master proceeds to phase-3 when it has ob-
tained Nmax slaves in its piconet or when its phase-1
neighbor list AP1 becomes empty.

b. After entering phase-3, an original master, if with less
than Nmax slaves, will first page its neighbors that have
joined some other piconets as slave nodes, and try to
set up cross-piconet links through the shared slave nodes.
However, the total number of slaves in the master’s piconet
is still limited to at most Nmax. After that, it will instruct
its slaves to perform the phase-3 operations as defined
in 2.2.4.
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Fig. 5 “New” final BlueNet

Obviously, the modification of (a) allows a phase-1 master to
enter phase-3 before its phase-1 neighbor list AP1 becomes
empty if it has already obtained Nmax slaves. In this way
a node may start its phase-3 operations earlier and speed
up the building process of a scatternet. For example, in our
simulation to set up a scatternet for 30 ∼ 110 uniformly dis-
tributed class-3 Bluetooth nodes inside an area of 30 meter
by 30 meter, the average protocol duration time (excluding
discovery phase) can be shortened by 2 ∼ 5%.

With the modification of (b), the BlueNet will proceed
a little differently after entering phase-3. Take the system
in Fig. 3 as an example. When the original master 7 enters
phase-3, which has only 2 slaves, it will first check if it can
get one more slave node from its neighbors and finally it
may successfully invite node-6 to join its piconet as a shared
slave. Thus the finally BlueNet for this network will be like
that shown in Fig. 5. Beware that the shared slave node-6 can-
not be treated as one member of node-7’s original piconet
though it joins node-7’s piconet, because it already belongs
to node-1’s original piconet. With this modification, the con-
nectivity of resulting BlueNet scatternets can be largely im-
proved. For example, provided the discovered topology is
connected, no disconnections occur in the resulting scatter-
nets from 300 times of BlueNet formation simulation even
for a very sparse connectivity network (as 30 nodes uni-
formly and randomly distributed in an area of 30 meters by
30 meters).

3 Performance analysis and comparison

In this section, the performance of resulting scatternets from
BlueNet protocol is analyzed and compared with scatternets
produced by other two protocols, BlueTrees and LSBS. First
performance metrics are defined and then performance is
evaluated through simulations.

3.1 Performance metrics

In order to evaluate the efficiency of the resulting scatternets,
we adopt the following metrics.

a. Average Connectivity Percentage versus Breakdown
Probability of a Node

With a specific breakdown probability Pbk of a node in
the system, this metric indicates how many node-pairs,
among all the possible pairs, remain connected (i.e., hav-
ing a path between them), after Nbk nodes are lost. The
connectivity percentage of the remaining network can be
expressed as:

η = 2Nconn

(bn − Nbk)(bn − Nbk − 1)
(1)

where Nconn is the total number of connected node-pairs in
the remaining network, Nbk is the number of broken-down
node. In our simulation and comparison, for each scatter-
net sample, a number of broken-down nodes are randomly
selected according to the breakdown probability Pbk . Ob-
viously when Pbk = 0, η = 1 and when Pbk = 1, η = 0.
When Nbk ≥ bn − 1; i.e., only one or no node is left in
the network, we set η = 0. The connectivity percentage
is calculated according to Eq. (1) and averaged among all
the scatternet samples. The average percentage of connec-
tivity in remaining network versus the breakdown proba-
bility represents the reliability of the scatternets.

b. Average Shortest Path Length –

d̄ = 2
bn (bn−1)

∑

(i �= j)

di j , (2)

di j is the short path length (hop count) between node-i
and node-j in the resulting scatternet.

This index shows the routing efficiency of the resulting
scatternet. It provides an estimate of the average routing
delay in the resulting scatternet.

c. Piconet Density –

ξ = nmst
/

bn, (3)

where nmst is the number of piconets formed and bnis the
number of Bluetooth nodes.

This index reflects the interference level among the pi-
conets in a scatternet. Since the FHSS radios of each
piconet operates over the shared 79 or 23 Bluetooth ISM
channels, the more piconets that exist in the same neigh-
borhood, the heavier the interference among them. There-
fore, a too high piconet density should be avoided.

d. Link Coverage Ratio –

ρ = NL/(bn − 1), (4)
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which is defined as the ratio between the number of links
NL in a scatternet and the smallest number of links needed
to form a connected network (bn − 1).

Obviously, a connected scatternet always has ρ ≥ 1.
This index represents the usage of potential links in a
scatternet. In order to form an efficient communication
network, the resulting scatternet should have a decent
level of connectivity. On one hand, too large a link cov-
erage ratio means wasted network resources since each
active link costs node bandwidth to maintain it. On the
other hand, if link coverage ratio is too small, it may
cause routing inefficiency and congestion for multi-pair
communications.

e. Maximum Traffic Flow – MTFm is defined as the esti-
mated average maximum traffic flow that can be carried
by the resulting scatternets for all m-pairs of communi-
cation nodes. This index reflects the information carrying
capacity of the resulting scatternets. In this paper MTF is
evaluated through a heuristic greedy algorithm.

Define a network as W = (N , A, c), where N is the set of
nodes, A is the set of all links, and c : A → �+ or c : A ∪
N → �+ is the link/node capacity function. Designating a
particular node s as the source and another particular node
t as the sink, we wish to know the maximum amount of
information that can be transmitted per unit time from s
through the network to t, without violating the link and node
capacity limits, i.e.,

f ∗ = max
W=(N ,A,c)

{ f : s → t} (5)

where f : s → tdenotes a traffic flow starting from s, go-
ing through the network W, and ending at t. This is called
the maximum flow problem, which can be solved very con-
veniently and efficiently by the Ford-Fulkerson Algorithm
[4, 5].

Now, assume that there exist m source-sink pairs in the net-
work, si → ti , i = 1, 2, . . . , m. Define the set S = {si |i =
1, 2, . . . , m} and the set T = {ti |i = 1, 2, . . . , m}. For sim-
plicity, it is assumed that S ∩ T = φ and si �= s j , ti �= t j ,
for any i �= j . The information flowing between a source-
sink pair si → ti is called the flow of a certain commodity,
and the network has m different commodities flowing si-
multaneously. The problem of maximizing the sum of the
multiple-commodity flows is very time-consuming and dif-
ficult to solve (see [4]). But a simple greedy algorithm can
be used to approximate the optimal solution. The algorithm
is discussed in the sequel.

Given the network W = (N , A, c), and a list of m com-
modities V = {si → ti |i = 1, 2, . . . , m}:

a. Using Ford-Fulkerson algorithm, solve the maximum flow
problem for each commodity in V separately, as if only

one commodity exists at one time. That is,

( fi , ci ) = max
W=(N ,A,c)

{ f : si → ti } (6)

where fi is the max flow that can be achieved for ith

commodity and ci is the corresponding consumption of
the used link and/or node capacities. Keep a record for
each solution ( fi , ci ).

b. Select the commodity with the largest maximum flow
si∗ → ti∗ , where i∗ = max

i
: { f i |i = 1, 2, . . . , |V |}; then

remove this commodity from the commodity list; and
reduce the corresponding link capacities and node ca-
pacities ci∗ from c by the consumed amount. That is,
V ← V \(si∗ → ti∗ ), c ← c − ci∗ .

c. Repeat step (a) and (b) until V becomes empty.

The Maximum Traffic Flow (MTF) is then calculated as the
sum of the largest maximum flows obtained from each cycle,
i.e.,

MTF =
m∑

k=1

f i∗
k

(7)

where f i∗
k

denotes the maximum flow obtained from the kth
cycle.

In order to evaluate the MTF performance, we need
to know the capacity function of a scatternet link. Since
the real capacity-limitations in a scatternet are its node
capacities, we simply set all the link capacities equal to
C0 = 1000 Kbps. In order to account for scheduling over-
head, we follow the method recommended in [8]. That is,
the intra piconet overhead is assumed to be �B1 = 10 Kbps
for each slave that a master node holds; and the bridge over-
head is �B2 = 100 Kbps for each additional piconet that a
bridge node joins. Then the capacity of the i-th Bluetooth
node can be written as:

Ci = C0 − ni
s · �B1 − I i

bridge · (
ni

p − 1
) · �B2,

i = 1, 2, . . . , bn

(8)

where ni
s is the number of its slaves if node-i is a master,

otherwise ni
s is equal to 0; I i

bridge = 1 if node-i is a bridge
node and 0 otherwise; and ni

p( ≥ 1) is the total number of
piconets that node-i participates in, obviously ni

p > 1 for a
bridge node.

In our simulation, the MTF performance for each scat-
ternet is computed in the following way: for a fixed size of
communication pairs, say, m, (1 ≤ m ≤  bn

2 �), k samples of
m-commodity are selected randomly from all the possible
node pairs in the network (i.e., each sample contains totally
2m different nodes, forming m source-sink pairs) and MTF
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is computed for each sample and averaged to represent the
MTF performance of the scatternet. In this way the MTF per-
formance is computed for each of the n sample scatternets
generated from each protocol and the mean values are used
to represent the average information carrying capacity for
this set of scatternets. In our simulations, the total number of
sample scatternets generated for each protocol, n, is set to be
300, and the total number of sample m-communication pairs,
k, is set to be 4, due to the limitation of computation capacity.

3.2 Simulation and comparison

In this section, we compare the performance of the resulting
scatternets from BlueNet and two other protocols, BlueTrees
and LSBS. First a more detailed description of the protocols
is provided. Then the simulation results are showed and the
performance compared. In order for BlueTrees and LSBS
to work correctly in the simulation, it is assumed that all
the nodes are located in a planar space and that the radio
propagation environment can guarantee that the two nodes
within each other’s radio range can hear each other perfectly.

3.2.1 BlueTrees and LSBS

Both the BlueTrees and the LSBS protocols require for their
discovered topology that if a node u and a node v have discov-
ered each other as immediate neighbors and have a common
neighbor z (in the visibility graph), then either both discover
z or neither of them does. Otherwise, the degree reduction
process of the protocol may result in a disconnected topol-
ogy. Therefore, implementation of the protocol in [1] adds a
replenish phase to refine the discovered topology to satisfy
the above property. During the replenish phase, the discov-
ered neighbors exchanges their collected information about
their neighbors, which is done by a second round of de-
vice discovery to replenish those un-discovered neighbors.
In LSBS the replenish phase is more effective because its in-
formation exchange includes position information. Thus, a
node can determine whether a new node is in its radio range
by calculating the physical distance between them. There-
fore the number of nodes to be paged can be largely reduced
compared with that in BlueTrees.

Starting with a designated node, called blueroot, the Blue-
Trees protocol builds a tree-like scatternet [16]. First the
blueroot node pages all of its one-hop neighbors and invites
them to join its own piconet as slave nodes. These slave
nodes, in turn, start paging their own neighbors and build
their own piconets. This process continues until the tree is
completed. In order to limit the number of slaves per piconet,
it is observed that if a node contained in a unit disk graph
has more than five neighbors, then there exist at least two
of them, which are in each other transmission range. This
observation is used to reconfigure the tree so that each mas-

ter node has no more than seven slaves. If a master node v

has more than seven slaves, it selects two of them, u and
w, which are necessarily in each other’s transmission range
and instructs one of the two, say u, to be the master of the
other node, w. The node w is then disconnected from v’s
piconet. Such “branch reorganization” is carried throughout
the network, leading to a scatternet where each piconet has no
more than seven slaves. Though the original paper does not
discuss how to select or position the blueroot, the resulting
scatternet depends on a selected node to start the formation
procedure. When the discovered topology is a disconnected
one, BlueTrees may fail because the building process may be
interrupted at the disconnected area. In our simulation, the
blueroot is either selected as the node that is closest to the
center of coverage, or just selected randomly from among all
nodes. The former is denoted as BlueTree(C) and the latter as
BlueTree(R).

As mentioned before, the LSBS protocol described in [11,
13] is a combination of Yao construction and BlueStars pro-
tocol. First, the Yao construction is applied to the discovered
topology to reduce the node degree in the network to no more
than k ≤ 7. At some given node u, the surrounding plane
is equally separated into k cones by k rays originating at u.
In each cone, choose only the closest node v, if there are
any, and keep the edge between u and v. The other edges
will then be deleted from the graph. Though some links are
deleted, the Yao construction guarantees the connectivity of
the resulting topology.

Based on the Yao topology, BlueStars then computes the
weight for each node, as indication of its suitability to be-
come a master. For example, the weight could be the topology
degree of the node, the Bluetooth ID address, any other pre-
assigned parameter, or a combination of these parameters. In
this simulation, for the purpose of simplicity, the scatternet
samples of LSBS use the node’s ID number as its weight. The
nodes with the largest weights in their neighborhood, called
init devices, initiate the BlueStars formation. An init device
assumes the role as a master and obtains all of its neighbors
as its slave nodes. Then some other nodes, after learning that
all of their neighbors with bigger weights (called “bigger”
neighbors) have become slave nodes, decide to become mas-
ters and acquire their smaller neighbors as slaves. After this
phase, the whole network is covered by disjoint piconets,
each with less than k slaves. Two piconets are called neigh-
bors if there exist a pair of member nodes, one from each
piconet, which are neighbors in the Yao topology. The pair
of neighboring member nodes are then selected as gateway
nodes and the corresponding master nodes are called neigh-
boring masters (denoted as mNeighbors). A master node is
elected to be an init master (denoted as iMaster) if it has a
larger weight than all of its neighboring masters. And the
interconnection of disjoint piconets from previous phase is
started by the iMasters. An iMaster node enters the page
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mode to page all the gateway slaves that belong to a different
piconet, and instructs all of its own gateway slaves to page
their gateway neighbors in a neighboring piconet. For a non-
iMaster node, if there are mNeighbors with larger weights,
it first enters page scan mode, and instructs all of its gateway
slaves to bigger mNeighbors to enter the page scan mode as
well, until the links are set up. Then, if there are mNeighbors
with smaller weights, it enters the page mode and instructs
all of its gateway slaves to smaller mNeighbors to enter page
as well, until the links have been set up. In this way, all the
disjoint piconets from the previous phase are interconnected
to form a scatternet.

3.2.2 Performance comparison

Simulations and computations were performed to analyze
and compare the performance of the resulting scatternets
from the BlueNet, the BlueTrees and the LSBS protocols. The
number of Bluetooth nodes was chosen as bn = 30, 70, 90, or
110 (with 10 meters of radio range). The nodes are randomly
and uniformly distributed in a square 30 meters by 30 meters
area. The discovered topologies are obtained from a 10-
second device discovery with corresponding replenish phase
as recommended in [1]. For each bn , three hundred sample
scatternets are generated by each protocol. The authors of
[1] provided sample scatternets for BlueTrees with centrally
specified blueroot (denoted as BlueTree(C)), BlueTrees with
randomly specified blueroot (denoted as BlueTree(R)), and
for LSBS. As mentioned before, both BlueTrees and LSBS
need a replenish phase to refine their discovered topology to
guarantee connectivity after degree reduction. With position
information provided, the replenish phase of LSBS is more
efficient than that of BlueTrees. Therefore, the final discov-
ered topology for LSBS usually contains about 5–10% more
links than that of BlueTrees. Although BlueNet does not need
a replenish phase to work, in order for a fair comparison over
the resulting scatternets, we used for BlueNet the same dis-
covered topologies (with replenish phase) of BlueTrees and
of LSBS. The corresponding samples are denoted as BlueNet
and BlueNet’ respectively in the plots. Later simulation re-
sults show that this mild difference in the discovered topol-
ogy does not cause much difference in the performance of
the resulting scatternets of BlueNet.

A set of MATLAB programs are developed to simulate
the processes such as page(scan), inquiry(scan), hold/sniff,
and etc to build up a scatternet from a discovered topology
that was given by [1]. Corresponding time parameters are
set same as or equivalent to those from [1]. In this imple-
mentation, the wireless physical layer are not simulated in
details but represented by a uniform random process with
trivial probability (0.001) of collision which results in lost of
packets. The BlueNet samples are generated with the initial
probability for nodes to enter the page state, p0, set to 0.1
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and the maximum number of slaves in a piconet, Nmax, set
to 5. The parameters settings are chosen based on the studies
in [15] and [14], resulting in scatternets with better average
connectivity and throughput performance.

Figures 6 to 8 present the average connectivity percentage
versus node breakdown probability Pbk for 30, 90, and 110-
node system, respectively. From the figures it can seen that
BlueTrees has the worst reliability performance due to its
tree-like topology. No matter how sparse or dense the node
distribution is, the average connectivity percentage of the
remaining network drops quickly as Pbk increases. Even a
small number of nodes lost will cause the remaining net-
work to have very poor connectivity. LSBS and BlueNet
have much better robustness than BlueTrees due to their
mesh-like topology. But BlueNet performs the best in all
cases. In a very sparse connectivity environment such as a
30-node system, Fig. 6 shows that the average connectivity
percentage of LSBS is very close to BlueNet because there
are only few links available for the BlueNet or LSBS proto-
cols to use. As the environment gets denser and more links
become available, BlueNets tends to utilize more links to
form a connected scatternet, which results in much better re-
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Table 1 The average connectivity percentage of BlueNet and incre-
ments over LSBS and BlueTrees (Pbk = 0.2)

bn BlueNet
Increment over
LSBS

Increment over
BlueTrees

30 70% 6% 14–16%
50 85% 13% 46–48%
70 91% 18% 57–60%
90 94% 16% 61–64%
110 96% 17% 65–69%
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liability than LSBS and BlueTrees. Specifically, using a node
breakdown probability Pbk of 0.2 as an example, the average
connectivity percentages of the remaining network in a 30,
50, 70, 90, and 110-node system are shown in Table 1 and
compared with BlueTrees and LSBS.

Figure 9 depicts the average shortest path length the scat-
ternets formed by the three protocols. BlueTree(R) has the
longest average shortest path length, ranging from 5.4 to
7.8 as bn increases. BlueTree(C), with a centrally assigned
blueroot, improves this aspect of performance, varying from
5.0 to 7.0. But due to its tree-structure topology, its average
shortest path length is still longer than the other two proto-
cols. With a denser meshed scatternet structure, LSBS has
a shorter average shortest path length, from 4.4 to 6.1. For
BlueNets, its scatternet has much more links in a meshed
structure, so its average shortest path length is the shortest
among all the protocols, from 3.9 to 3.6. As the network gets
denser with bnincreasing, the average shortest path length
even decreases slightly.

Figure 10 shows the average link ratios in the scatternets
formed by the three protocols. BlueTree(R) and BlueTree(C)
have link ratio equal to exactly 1, because a tree structure
always uses only (bn − 1) links to form a connected scat-
ternet. The average link ratios of LSBS vary from 1.2 to
1.4, while those of BlueNet from 1.2 to 2.2. This shows
that in a moderate dense to very dense network, BlueNet,

without any usage of degree reduction technique, tends to
build a scatternets with more links in the system. Though
BlueNet seems to spend more network resources to main-
tain a scatternet, it results in shorter average shortest path
length. The added reliability and the resulting maximum
throughput in resulting scatternets also warrant these addi-
tional resources cost, as shown in the previous and following
paragraphs. Piconet density vs. bn

Figure 11 shows the average piconet density in the scatter-
nets formed by the three protocols. BlueTree(R) and Blue-
Tree(C) have very close average piconet density, varying
from 0.56 to 0.53 as the number of nodes bn increases.
The average piconet density of LSBS ranges from 0.51 to
0.56 as bn increases. For BlueNet, its piconet density is
affected more by the node density of the network, rang-
ing from 0.45 to 0.71. It has a lower average piconet den-
sity than BlueTrees and LSBS in a sparse connectivity net-
work, while it has a higher average piconet density in a
moderate dense or dense network. The higher piconets den-
sity in BlueNet may create a bit more interference among
neighboring piconets. The results from [8] suggest that a
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density of 0.71 in BlueNet should not cause significant dete-
rioration of the network throughput compared with a piconet
density of 0.5.

Figures 12 to 15 show the average MTF performance
by the three protocols for 30, 50, 90, and 110-node sys-
tems. Figure 12 is for 30-node scatternets. In this sparse
connectivity environment, BlueTree(R) and BlueTree(C)
have almost the same MTF capacity. BlueNet has an av-
erage MTF capacity which is about 7%–31% higher than
BlueTree. The average MTF capacity of LSBS is close to
that of BlueNet except slightly different when Nss ranges
from 2 to 14.

Figure 13 depicts the average MTF performance for 50-
node scatternets formed by the three protocols. In this moder-
ate sparse environment, BlueTree(R) and BlueTree(C) have
very close MTF capacity. BlueNet has an average MTF ca-
pacity which is about 12%–62% higher than BlueTrees. The
average MTF capacity of LSBS is close to that of BlueNet
when Nss is small and becomes closer to and reaches that of
BlueTrees as Nss increases. (This same tendency of the av-
erage MTF of LSBS can also be seen in 70, 90 and 110-node
systems.) The average MTF capacity of BlueNet is larger by
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Table 2 The improvements of average MTF of BlueNet over LSBS
and BlueTrees (for Nss = 2–14)

bn

Improvement of BlueNet
over LSBS

Improvement of BlueNet
over BlueTrees

30 0–3% 7–31%
50 0–15% 12–62%
70 0–23% 14–86%
90 0–33% 18–107%
110 0–39% 21–116%

0%–15% compared to that of LSBS. The comparison of MTF
capacity of BlueNet with LSBS and BlueTrees are summa-
rized in Table 2.

4 Conclusions

This paper provides detailed description of BlueNet, a dis-
tributed multi-hop Bluetooth scatternet formation protocol.
Some modifications of the BlueNet protocol are also pro-
posed on the phase transition from phase-1 to phase-3 and
on the phase-3 operations, in order to speed up the process
of scatternet formation and to improve the connectivity of
the resulting scatternets. Concerning the connectivity, it is
observed that even in our 300 simulations in a very sparse
connectivity environment, no disconnections occur in the re-
sulting BlueNet scatternets as long as the discovered topol-
ogy is connected.

Metrics are chosen to evaluate the performance of result-
ing scatternets, such as the reliability, the routing efficiency,
the network density and the information-carrying capacity.
Among the metrics the reliability metric and the information-
carrying capacity, defined by the authors, are most important
ones. The former is defined as the average connectivity per-
centage versus node breakdown probability; and the latter
is defined as the average maximum traffic flows that can be
carried by the resulting scatternets for all m-pairs of com-
munication nodes. A simple and efficient greedy algorithm
based on Ford-Fulkerson algorithm is provided to estimate
the maximum traffic flow in a resulting scatternet.

Then the performance of the scatternets resulting from the
application of the BlueNet, BlueTrees, and LSBS protocols
are compared based on the adopted metrics, From the com-
parison, it can be seen that the resulting BlueNet scatternet
has much better reliability, a much lower average shortest
path length, and higher information-carrying capacity than
the other two protocols, although BlueNet tends to have a
higher piconet density and use more links in the resulting
scatternet especially when nodes are densely distributed.

In this paper we searched for a Bluetooth scatternet for-
mation protocols suitable for power grid applications such as
substation automation. In these applications, large and inex-
pensive communication networks, consisting of hundreds or
thousands of fixed nodes, are needed to provide reliable com-

munications for field measurements and real-time controls.
Considering the low cost of Bluetooth chips and the low-
cost installments/maintenance of wireless ad-hoc networks,
Bluetooth provides a good alternative to those applications.
Among the compared Bluetooth scatternet formation proto-
cols, BlueNet, with its better performance on the reliability,
the routing efficiency, and the information-carrying capacity,
is more suitable for the power grid applications. Though a
higher link usage in the BlueNet resulting scatternets (20%–
120% higher than that of BlueTrees for different dense con-
nectivity environments) may cause larger power consump-
tion, the power consumption of Bluetooth chips (1–100 mw
per chip) is not considered a problem in power grid applica-
tions.
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Appendix
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Fig. A.1 Phase-0 operation and transition
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Phase-1 master node 

Keep paging 
the selected 
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“UP”

Update UP
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ns – the total number of 
slaves in its piconet,
||Up|| – the number of 
unpaged nodes among its 
unknown neighbors.

Phase-1 slave node 
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information exchange 
with the paging node.  

Until instructed to enter 
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master node. 

Fig. A.2 Phase operations and transitions for phase-1 piconets
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